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Nixon would be proud--
MY WIFE IS NOT A CROCK! asserted our president, 
Bill Clinton, by inference, as he pounded the lectern 
while defending Hillary’s honesty and sincerity and 
honor and integrity in the matter of the Whitewater 
affair while he was Governor of Arkansas and she 
was a lawyer in a top legal firm and did some 
apparently questionable conflict-of-interest work 
for an S&L and the men who owned it. The main S&L 
owner also apparently made some crony-type old-boy 
contributions to Clinton’s campaign fund, and didn’t 
cash property tax checks paid by the Clintons on 
their Whitewater property speculations... And maybe
the Clintons zigged when they should have zagged 
in their 1980-1992 tax returns...and new may ewe 
$45,000. And there’s the matter of Hillary’s 
commodity trading in the late Seventies (just before 
the Decade of Greed which the Clinton’s mock and 
decry) by which she netted $99,000 in an amazing 
(to the experts) exhibition of skilled trading (or 

unethical and illegal ’’favored client” trading tactics 
by her Tyson Corp, trading guru). But shucks, 
everybody pays off politicians! And everybody 
cheats...err...makes mistakes on their IRS forms, 
so why are the Media so hot and bothered? And why 
are the Republicans gittin* so riled up?

Well, they smell blood, good amoral sharks that 
they are. Specifically, the Republicans smell the 
presidency coming their way in 1996, and the Media 
love the sense of power they get (nigh onto an 
orgasm!) when they put a president on the fire.

Update 3-11-94: Rumors swept the financial 
markets yesterday and today (and all other venues, 
I’m sure) that Vincent Foster, close Clinton friend 
and lawyer in the White House, who allegedly committed 
suicide in a Washington DC park, really died in an 
apartment used by White House staffers (or) died 
in a ’safehouse’ in Virginia and his body was then 
transported to the park where an apparent suicide 
scene was set up.

And-- That the real scandal (not yet surfaced)
involves Arkansas municipal bonds while Bill Clinton 
was governor.

And-- That Rep. Jim Leach will hold hearings
around March 24-25 in which he will explode a 
’bombshell’ of ’nuclear* power which will blow 
President Clinton (Hillary) out of the White House.

We may soon be looking at quasi-impeachment 
or resignation a la Nixon. ("For the good of the 
party, the nation and the people, Madam, you have 
to go! And take that non-inhaling, draft-dodging 
dissembler with you!’’)

We’ll see what actually does come about. The 
strip-tease goes on, revealing more and more...

Update 4-4-94: The Leach hearings were canceled 
by Rep. Henry Gonzalez, the House Banking Caimi ttee 
Chairman, who felt it necessary to destroy the S&L 
oversight hearings in order to save them. ..for much 
later.

Leach then made a speech on the floor of the 
House which was covered by all the media, but he 
made only general charges of rampant and unbridled 
abuse of power by the administration over the federal 
bureaucracy in the form of cover-ups.

The Special Prosecutor who is looking into 
Whitewater in all its ramifications and sidebars 



(and sending critically positioned White House staff 
members to face a Grand Jury) will in the end be 
the one to detonate bombshells. And that will not 
be until late this year.

But as a last resort, Democrat partisans may 
find it necessary to leak to the media all or any 
bombshells to get maximum headlines and uproar so 
that later a "No unbiased or uninfluenced jury is 
possible" defense may be used. That’s like committing 
hara-kiri and hoping the doctors can save you before 
you lose too much blood.

Speculating further, a calculated judgment may 
be forced upon the Clintons: Better for Bill to be 
disgraced and hone free with a big government pension, 
than convicted and in prison with no hope of early 
parole for him or his wife. But this presupposes 
Al Gore would NOT commute Bill’s sentence or give 
him amnesty or immunity from prosecution. (Which 
requires Bill to resign the presidency early enough 
for Gore to give quid pro quo.) Could the Bill 
& Hillary dog and pony show be gone by July?

Life sure gits oomplicated, don’t it?

A GESTURE OF WELL-DESERVED OONT94PT (a figurative 
upright digit) was given the state of California 
and its governor by Pulitzer Prize winning author, 
Alice Walker, when she learned that Gov. Pete Wilson 
wanted to give her a state literary award but also 
wanted to stand by the decision of state educators 
to remove two of her stories from this year’s Ekiglish 
test for 10th graders.

The state Board of Education withheld the story 
"Am I Blue?"-- which was slated for inclusion in
the 1994 test-- on the grounds that it was "anti
meat-eating."

A second story, "Roselily," appeared on the 
1993 test but was withdrawn from this year’s exam 
after conservative Christian parents called it anti
religious •

Governor Wilson, shamelessly sucking for votes, 
obviously has no honor and may not even realize it 
(like most politicians). The gutless state Board 
of Education is obviously under the influence of 
the meat industry of California (is that crack protein 
they’re using?) and should be fired.

Equally obviously Alice Walker (whom I understand 
is black...er...African American) is the only one 
who has any personal integrity. Praise to her for 
refusing the award. Her refusal is what made this 
moral sell-out by California state officials 
newsworthy enough to be picked up by the wire 
services.

Isn’t it incredible hew ethically blind 
politicians and bureaucrats can be, and how marvelous 
when they shoot themselves in their footsies?

As things stand (at least in California, where 
things don’t stand for anything, they grovel) we 
have the spectacle of govemment-by-pressure groups 
and the prospect that state education will be totally 

bland and valueless for-fear-of-offending-ary-ten- 
voters-with-a-letterhead.

The lesson is: Form a pressure group! This 
is the face of real, true democracy!

Update: 3-12-94 The Cal State Board of Educ. 
reversed themselves and ’reinstated* the proscribed 
short stories. Because, no doubt, public ridicule 
and contempt put the fear of unemployment in their 
bones. Exposure of stupidity and venality can create 
the most feared pressure group of all: the public.
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In a Democracy, the dregs rise to the top.
In a Republic, the dregs stay on the bottom.
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CATCHING UP OPINIONS;

WORU) TRADE C39VISI BOMBING: The jury convicted 
all the defendants. The trial, in stories published 
in The Oregonian, received none of the detailed 
investigation/pre-trial demonizing stories generated 
by the government’s lust to smear Muslims and these 
four in particular. Since I don’t have access to 
a trial transcript, I can’t oonment on the verdicts.

But it all smells like a con job. Rather than 
deal with an Iraq or Iran and Israel connection, 
the Clinton administration has pretended these four 
Muslims (the joint equivalent of the familiar lone, 
crazy assassin so beloved by the FBI and others) 
acted alone, inspired perhaps by a lone, crazy blind 
Muslim sheik.

TONYA HARDING: So far she has succeeded in 
escaping professional execution by holding a $25 
million lawsuit over the amateur skating governing 
bodies’ heads. What a pile of scrapbooks she’ll 
have when she’s old and gray! What a boon and bonanza 
for the media that she and her co-conspirators have 
the criminal intelligence of a cockroach!

Update 3-18-94: She cut a deal, pleaded guilty 
to a lesser charge and will fade from public view 
as time wears on. She’s had her fifteen minutes 
of fame, and then seme. I do hope she cashes in 
on her fading fame and poses nude for PLAYBOY. A 
fitting cap for her career. She might even get a 
few mil. acting in films...if she has any talent. 
Or by getting a quickie breast enlargement if she 
has no talent.

WA0O: The jury was properly unimpressed by 
the government’s overstated and under-proved case 
against the surviving Branch Davidians. I’m convinced 
a great deal of un-proven govemment/FBI lying and 
outright murder went on before and during that final 
FBI assault on the ’compound’.

(Note how a religious center and farm becomes 
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a nullnary area, a ’compound'. Aren't semantics 
and government 'spin' wonderful? How soon before 
the general public gets wise to these propaganda 
words and tactics? The Randy Weaver cabin and land 
was a 'compound', too, if you'll remember.)

The fire and the calculated destruction of the 
'crime scene* afterward suggests criminal federal 
conspiracy.

I am impelled to note that we no longer burn 
"witches" at the stake after a trial-- we shoot them
and then bum them and their families in their 
churches without bothering with a trial. Clearly 
a marked improvement in government efficiency.

And has anyone but a few malcontents and 
conservatives like me noticed that the Constitution 
of the United States also went up in smoke in that 
fire?

I have this opinion from observation of the 
mass media's supine acceptance of government handouts 
and blatant lies, (strangely different from their 
usual savage inquisitions and background research 
in scandal, sex, and financial affairs) and from 
twice seeing attorney Linda Thompson's video (She 
used released FBI video-- they didn't realize what
they were giving out!) and Linda Thompson' s written 
report, "Waco, Another Perspective" which, though 
sloppily written and slanted, nevertheless is 
devastating to the government's positions in many 
respects.

Janet Reno, head of the US Justice Dept., in 
attempting to justify the BATF assault & FBI behavior 
after the initial assault, in the face of the jury's 
'Not Guilty of Murder' and 'Not Guilty of Conspiracy' 
verdicts, proved herself beyond shame and integrity, 
simply a career statist intent on excusing monstrous 
state abuse of power.

Books are being written about WACO, and some 
day, I hope, this horrible government crime will 
be fully and honorably exposed and seme of those 
psychopathic government officials responsible put 
in jail, if not themselves executed for murder. 
But the cynic in me is not holding my breath.

The American people have a seemingly endless 
capacity for swallowing government lies and crimes, 
and so are getting the government they deserve. 
And they must like it? they're paying enough for 
it.

the BOCNOMT: Something Is Going On...but what 
and why is a puzzlement. There seems to be a crisis 
in the (estimated at $41 trillion, worldwide) debt 
markets as higher interest rates are squeezing 
speculators and over-leveraged, debt-fat idiots into 
liquidations and subsequent huge losses in currency 
bets and what are called "derivatives".

These 'derivatives' are 'thin' markets in which 
the owner of the "securities" cries to his broker, 
"SELL!" and the broker calls back, "To whom?" This 
is called a liquidity crisis and a collapse here 

or there in this day of inter-Linked electronic world 
markets and fungible financial oceans can result 
in a domino fall of dozens of markets and panic 
worldwide you wouldn't believe.

Is that why 'last resort' precious metals are 
suddenly booming.. .and short-term Treasury Notes 
gaining in value?

Add the inminent trade war with Japan (with 
the illusion that America has all the anmunition), 
more demonizing of North Korea, further Fed Funds 
Rate increases and Discount Rate increases by the 
inflation-fearing (and deflation-producing) Federal 
Reserve, and the blow-up of the Clintons' presidency 
in a froth of Whitewater/Arkansas scandal and possible 
cover-up murder, and you get extremely edgy, nervous 
money and stock markets.

Add in the vastly over-valued level of stock 
prices and a week of "crash" is entirely possible.

Hell, make that a month of crashes. In fact, 
the mountains of highly leveraged debt upon which 
the world's economies are teetering are so large 
that when the plug is pulled and it all goes down 
the drain the bottom will not be reached for years’

I write these dire Economy words on the afternoon 
of March 10, 1994. (Just in case The Collapse becomes 
manifest tomorrow.) But seriously, folk, all these 
potential disasters could be put off for at least 
another year. But like the guy who is falling off 
a building and yells as he passes the 10th floor, 
"Everything's fine so far!", you have to figure The 
End Is Near.

Update 3-18-94: Federal Reserve Chairman Alan 
Greenspan went to the White House this morning for 
a 'routine' meeting with Clinton and others (so 
routine that Greenspan had to cancel a trip to Dallas) 
where, to hear the White House report it, they "didn't 
talk about interest rates."

Yeah, sure.
But this unexpected, unscheduled meeting caused 

all kinds of twittering in the financial markets, 
including a large 1.1 point drop in 30-year 
government bond values and a rise in the 30-year 
interest rate to 6.91%.. .exactly what Clinton wants 
to stop, since it jacks up mortgage rates.

They never learn.
I expect Greenspan to push up interest rates 

in a few days as expected, anyway. The Federal 
Reserve Banking system (a private system, mind, owned 
by capital formations mostly in Britain) takes no 
orders or "suggestions" or even begging pleas from 
the likes of United States Presidents (who, like 
spring flowers, come and go). Besides, Alan Greenspan 
is more an agent of others than his own boss • Of 
course he must appear to be subservient to the 
president.

At some point, after the smart money is out, 
the selling will begin in earnest on Wall Street. 
The plunge(s) will be ascribed to 'higher interest 
rates.'
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Update 4-4-94: The Treasury bond market is being 
sold down (it is reported) by over-leveraged (over 
borrowed) traders who are being killed by higher 
interest rates which are devastating the values of 
their other, borrowed, esoteric, securities. The 
catch-22 is that as these guys and companies sell 
bonds to cover losses in other venues, interest rates 
are driven up by their own selling!

The Treasury bond market is much larger than 
the stock markets, and it wags the stocks* tail. 
The litany is: Bonds fall in value and drive interest 
rates up-- stocks dive on the news of higher interest
rates (which increase business costs and lower 
profits, inhibit new heme building, selling, 
furnishing, etc. etc.)-- and inexperienced stock
owners sooner or later panic and scream, "SELL!”

With the Utilities Average (very sensitive to 
interest rates) leading the way south, billions and 
billions and billions of dollars are lost in the 
stock markets every day, new.

A trillion dollars of hard-earned, hard saved 
middle-class and poorer money has for two years fled 
insured S&L and bank savings accounts for the premised 
land of higher mutual fund returns...and now is being 
melted down in those uninsured mutual bond and stock 
accounts. A lot of people are in deep shock about 
now and a flood of sell sell sell orders may surface 
very soon.

Peter Eliades, a stock market advisor who picked 
the start of the 1982-and-onward-till-1993 bull market 
on the nose (which impressed the hell out of me) 
now is saying we*re in a bear market which will carry 
down and down to below 2000 points on the Dow Indust. 
Average.

And others I respect are saying that arcane 
technical indicators and graphs point to a long way 
down.

In short, the Long Wave financial cycle has 
finally entered the collapse phase a la 1929.

DO THE ISRAELIS REALIZE WHAT THEY * RE DOING?
The implications of the Israeli government’s 

outlawing of its ’extremist* groups and branding 
then ’terrorist organizations’ are incredible.

Israel was taken by force from Britain and 
from the Palestinians by ’terrorist* groups such 
as the Irgun and the Stem Gang as the militant 
Zionists fought and died and killed to make an 
independent Jewish nation.

The just-imposed ban on Kach and Kahane Lives 
is stunning, for those two groups live by and embody 
the spirit and the views of the founders of Israel.

Now, in order to placate the remaining 
Palestinians, the Rabin labor government of Israel 
is rapid-i ati ng its birthright, its rationale of 
existence for the nation.

If the Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza 
have a right to self rule and if Israel admits they 
have a right to that land, it is repudiating the

legitimacy of the Zionist truth of a Jewish Homeland 
and criminalizing their own history. »

The question now has become: "How much of the 
1 and-q we stole from you Palestinians will we give 
back to you?”

That is dangerous, self-destructive quicksand. 
It admits too much. But obviously a majority of 
the Israeli people, now, have lost their nerve and 
their guts and now are willing to sue for peace at 
any price. They have abandoned the underlying 
justification for the existence of Israel. They 
no longer seem to believe God exists, and that God 
wants them to have Palestine as the Jewish Homeland.

It seems the Jews have decided (whether they 
know it or not) that Zionism and Israel are failed 
experiments in Victim Aggression and its inherent 
racism and demonization of the enemy. Now, under 
Rabin, the Israeli government has de-demonized Yasser 
Arafat and recognized the Palestinians as people, 
as equals! Rabin actually phoned Arafat in an attempt 
to get the ’’peace” talks started again and got 
diddly-squat for his trouble.

We may see a guerrilla civil war by Jews in 
Israel, between the old-style Jews and the new peace- 
at-any-price Jews.

Incidentally, on JERUSALEM ON-LINE, a cable 
offering on the Portland public access channel 27, 
the host interviewed a Jewish Biblical historian 
cxi the question: Was there really an Exodus from 
Egypt?

The historian said there isn't much if any 
archaeological evidence of the Israelites ’ forty 
year wandering in the wilderness seeking the homeland 
God premised them. And ancient Egyptian texts do 
not show any large-scale exit of Hebrew slaves from 
Egypt.

He said he felt that whatever the actual 
historical truth of the Exodus, the tradition of 
the Exodus (to freedom) and the image of Egypt's 
evil at the time is more important.

Huh! Some historian. But I see his problem: 
without the legitimacy of the Exodus and God's pledge 
to the Hebrew slaves of a premised land, the whole 
structure of Zionism crashes down, and the moral 
legitimacy of the modern state of Israel is 
demolished. The Jews/Zionists are then left with 
Might Makes Right and The End Justifies the Means, 
the operating rules and standards of all states and 
ruling elites.

WHAT KIND OF PATHETIC FOOL.... is Michael Jordan? 
He is using his failing, fading basketball 
superstardem to prize his way into professional 
baseball•

But he isn't good enough, as a dilettante, to 
make a major league team, and must now, humiliatingly, 
face real life with the bus-riding, hamburger-eating, 
cheap motel-sleeping kids (he is 31!) of a class
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AA league.
The media will very soon shun him or begin 

treating him as a pathetic retired athlete unable 
to give up the macho world of jocks.

Jordan’s next move is to "unretire" and return 
to the Chicago Bulls and reclaim his superstardom 
and fame and media limelight. Unless it is true, 
as I suspect, that his gambling activities of past 
years forced his retirement (in a secret deal with 
NBA officials and the Justice Dept.) and prevent 
his return.

He could always try to be a professional golfer. 
He is supposed to love playing golf. But, alas, 
golf balls and golf clubs (as with baseballs and 
bats) don’t respect reputations and media hype. 
It is likely that Jordan has only one kind of superior 
athletic talent, and that is limited to basketball. 
And he has fouled that nest for himself.
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•GRAND HAVEN, Mich. Police rented sane X-rated 
videos, th -inking to make a case. Instead, they ran 
up an $8,000 bill.

'David Wingate Sr., who owns Video-Rama, was 
acquitted last month by an Ottawa County District 
Court jury of two counts of disseminating obscenity.

'Now, Wingate said he wants police to pay a 
$2-a-day late charge for the two tapes used by the 
prosecution.

"’Business is business," Wingate said.'
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9CIS9CRS JUSTICE is extreme, but effective, as is 
demonstrated by the wife Bobbitt who slashed off 
her husband's penis as he slept and threw the thing 
away as she drove away.

She was found not guilty by a jury.. .because 
they judged her a victim of physical and sexual abuse 
who had been driven over the edge.

The latest case of this gruesome feminine 
vengeance is that of a wife, similarly abused for 
17 years, who used a scissors to cut off her husband's 
testicles as he lay in 'a drunken stupor.' The jury 
believed her claim of inminent rape by him.

Surgeons were able to re-attach Mr. Bobbitt's 
penis after a passer-by found the pathetic, bodiless 
piece of flesh on a lawn. (Apparently it was 
recognizable. +"Don't I know you? Don't you belong 
to John Bobbitt? Come with me. Don't be afraid."+)

I doubt the testicles can be re-attached. The 
news story did not mention what the woman did with 
then. (Down the toilet?)

In any event, future male sexual behavior in 
two men has been radically altered. And I suspect 
these cases will lurk in the minds of all men who 
know of them and also affect behavior.

Wcmen need only carry a razor sharp knife in 

their purse...and make sure uherr male friends knew.
Of course that is a damper on a relationship. 

But so is battering and rape.
Feminism has clearly led some women to think 

heretofore unthinkable thoughts and perform Awful 
Acts upon Sacred Male Organs. Unclear is exactly 
how much provocation or suffering is required to 
excuse this cutting edge rough justice.

Does five rapes and a beating equate to one 
radical sexual surgery? How about twenty years 
of ugly verbal abuse and watching sports every moment 
while in the home?-- worth one testicle?

Nd fair just leaving the guy. Accounts must 
be settled. Revenge is mine sayeth the Fem Lord.

Some day the Supreme Court may have to decide.
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'"The public schools have recognized for a long 
time that it takes a whole community to raise a child, 
and it has extended itself to cover that. But as 
we get deeper into crisis, we can no longer afford 
to do it," said Marty Howard, the Portland (Oregon) 
School Board Chairman.'

'The district's remaining eight social workers, 
who try to help gang-affected and emotionally 
disturbed children, took the budget ax, along with 
the funding for KBPS, the district radio station.'

'Twenty-two social workers were laid off last 
year.'

THE OREGONIAN, 3-11-94

Ch, God, the sacrifices these socialists have 
to endure!
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NORTH KCREA.. .A DEMON IN THE MAKING
Now Abruptly, as North Korea refuses inspection 

of all their nuclear facilities, it is charged 'by 
U.S. intelligence sources* that North Korea is 
developing, in addition to the capability of 
constructing two or three small atonic banbs in a 
few years, two medium- range missiles capable of 
reachi ng all of anywhere in Southeast Asia, including 
Japan and Australia!

In negotiations with North Korea, South Korean 
negotiators asked that North Korea allow full 
international inspections of its nuclear facilities, 
a set-up request designed to elicit a refusal (since 
North Korea had already refused to allow inspectors 
to see certain of their installations) •

Snr a enough, angered NK negotiator, Park Young 
Su is reported to have said, "If you act like that, 
col 1 -i .cHon is inevitable and war is unavoidable. ’ 
He is also quoted as saying, "Seoul is not very 
far from here. Seoul will turn into a sea of fire. ' 
Of course Park is not making North Korean policy, 
but his hot reaction makes great propaganda.

But there will not be an invasion before next 
winter, since even stupid, ideolog Marxists are smart 
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enough to wait until the weather becomes bitter cold 
and full of snow and ice and non-stop low clouds 
to minimize American air supremacy and technological 
pre-eminence. Therefore, the elite of America (and 
Britain), the capitalist owners of most of South 
Korean big business, have until next fall to impose 
sanctions and poke and prod North Korea into attacking 
in some way, so that a ’surgical pre-emptive strike’ 
is justified and the elite of North Korea can be 
overthrown and a new, ’cooperative* "Democratic" 
government installed.

With well-timed obedience, I suspect, South 
Korea now agrees to Operation Team Spirit, described 
as ’massive joint military maneuvers’ with U.S. 
forces, and agrees to accept the positioning of 
Patriot anti-missile missiles on its territory. 
(But no date certain.)

And now VIP members of congress, warhawks, speak 
up with dire warnings! If North Korea eventually 
sells these in-development missiles to such as Iran 
and Iraq, Europe will be under the gun!

Shriek! Scream! Danger! The sky is falling! 
But wait! A few observations.
Shouldn’t China, North Korea’s northern giant 

neighbor, be worried more than we are? Small print 
says that in fact the Chinese are helping to develop 
those two medium-range missiles.

European countries are yawning, so alarmed are 
they.

So why are ’we’ really so in an uproar? Because 
we really believe North Korea has any interest or 
motive in attacking Japan and Australia? Not with 
U.S. Navy flotillas armed with hundreds of atomic 
bomb-laden missiles and planes roaming the seas 
nearby. We could in five minutes turn North Korea 
into a 10,000-year radioactive waste dump.

And hasn’t and doesn’t China (who has our Favored 
Nation designation for trade) sell SCUD missiles 
to Iraq and Iran and others? (You remember the SCUDs, 
the crude, short-range missiles our vaunted, heavily 
praised and publicized Patriot missiles did not 
actually shoot down?)

The press and TV is just full of stories about 
how nervous Japan and Vietnam and Thailand and 
Australia are about the ominous North Korean threat.
NOT!

The bottom line reason for the Uproar over North 
Korea in the United States is that the ground is 
being prepared for Victorious Attacks on their 
nuclear and missile facilities to keep then frcm 
eventually selling the pre-packaged technology and 
the bcmbs to anti-American Muslim nations in the 
Wear Fast, and it is all about OIL! The control 
of the OIL! (And the trillions of dollars of profit 
it represents.)

OIL! OIL! OIL! Our foreign policy is two
pronged: Keep other countries especially those 
we choose to call "outlaw" countries-- frcm getting
deliverable nuclear weapons (and disarm others if

possible), and control those areas of the world witn 
large reserves of oil. >

We Americans serve those who own the oil 
companies and the reserves, as the Gulf War proved.

All the rest is bullshit and tap dancing.
Update 4-4-94: Sec. of Defense Perry told the world 
our plan of action in so many words yesterday on 
TV: Continue to pressure North Korea to the point 
where they might retaliate militarily. We have no 
current plans for a pre-emptive air strike against 
North Korea’s nuclear facilities.

US ’intelligence sources’ quoted in the NY TIMES 
state that North Korea now has at least two atonic 
bcmbs and is doubling its plutonium production 
capacity (with plans for at least quadrupling it) 
with intent in a few years to produce dozens of 
nuclear weapons.

The thrust of this story is that we’d better 
do something pretty damn quick!

My interpretation is that the American public 
is more and more being conditioned to accept/demand 
military action against North Korea. And our policy 
(with UN ’’permission” if possible depends on China 
((can we buy her agreement to let us Do It to their 
ally?))) is to poke and prod North Korea with economic 
sanctions and threats and/or small incursions and 
provocations into reacting in a way to allow us to 
wipe out their nuclear facilities and probably their 
missile-making plants.

Again, to stop Nuclear Proliferation (except 
in nations "we” (our Owners) control or heavily 
influence: Pakistan, India, Israel, France, South 
Africa, Russia...)

The danger is that North Korea will go for South 
Korea’s capital city, Seoul, and wipe out all that 
international corporate wealth which uses the South 
Koreans as a docile, highly efficient work force.

True, an all-out new Korean war would be the 
eventual death knell for the North Korean Marxist 
dictatorship, but threatening such a war is their 
only weapon.

They mast convince us they mean it. Our policy
makers must decide if they really do mean it. It’s 
going to be a game of chicken.. .and who blinks.

Given the current policy-makers ’ performance 
recently (Somalia, Bosnia), the North Koreans may 
think they have a good chance.

Incidentally, I suspect the administration’s 
abrupt decision to NOT go into Bosnia under cover 
of the UN reflects a decision to 'clear the decks’ 
for an operation against North Korea. A long-term 
large-scale American occupation of Bosnia under the 
UN flag would not have allowed much "leeway" in Asia. 
The American people would not allow it. We the people 
have little stomach for being the UN policeman of 
the world. Losing another fifty thousand American 
soldiers in Korea would be the last straw. There 
might occur a genuine revolution in this country, 
one which could not be controlled by the Owners.
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These considerations and realities are what 
cause our Owners’ foreign policy experts sleepless 
nights: hew far can the American public be pushed? 
How can they best be manipulated? How many killed 
will they stand for? What might their reaction be 
to a military disaster? Who can the Omers put forward 
if necessary to lead and defuse the anger?

The Owners’ underlying premises and policies 
are:

1. The international corporate and financial 
elite centered in the USA, England, Europe and Japan 
owns the world, and all the lesser tribes, peoples 
and nations are merely renters, subject to the CWners’ 
will (if they really want to exert it and impose 
it).

2. Therefore the Omers have a god-given, 
self-given, might-driven right to assure themselves 
of all the natural resources of the world and to 
protect those resources from renter vandalism and 
delusions of ownership.

3. There are a few uncontrolled renter areas 
and peoples in the world, seme "outlaw" nations, 
which are making trouble and which will eventually 
be dealt with. ’Control’ is often marginal, 
incomplete and fragile; better, more precise methods 
and technologies of people control are always in 
demand and are being developed.

4. The United States is the primary tool 
of the Owners. But the American people still require 
sane times extreme manipulation and pressures to quell 
their original revolutionary and frontier-formed 
independence and individualism. Socialism, 
debilitating debt, destruction of religion and induced 
crime are policies used to gradually tame and enslave 
the Americans.

5. The United Nations is used as a idealistic 
front organization and the United States as an 
idealistic front nation to mask real purposes and 
motives. The ultimate goal is invisible total control 
of the planet and all peoples and all resources.

I believe the origin of this elitist Omer goal 
began with the breakdown of the King & Priest system 
in the late Middle Ages and the rise of the 
conmercial/Capitalist class.

The "war" between the old aristocracy of king 
& priests (God-given power) and the forces of capital 
(gold-given power) continues today, with Gold in 
command, but suffering losses of credibility.

The individual is used and abused in both power 
structures.

The heart of the matter and the tragedy is that 
the gold-oriented, non-religious system of society 
and governance gives freedom to the individual’s 
human nature (Sexual Revolution, Greed Is Good) but 
lacks a believable or acceptable set of social/ 
cultural laws to live by; there is no gut-level 
spiritual center. Only God will do, and He is dead, 

killed by science.
The Godsters offer a spiritual base and a 

behavior system (God Is Real, Death Is Not The End, 
and Money Isn't Everything) but have not and seemingly 
cannot realistically accommodate human nature.

Both "sides" in this war are flawed in structure 
and content. Why?

Mankind inherently needs God and a large, 
non-competitive, non-Gold area of life, while mankind 
also needs ways to satisfy built-in competitiveness, 
acquisitiveness, and natural sexuality.

The Godsters could not share power, and the 
Goldsters could not admit limits to their power. 
Both seem trapped by their origins and idealistic 
dogmas.

Both sides resist melding or adapting.
Hopefully in time a new face of God will appear 

and He will have Coimandments which are suited to 
mankind as we are and not as we should be.

But I suspect that the observed schizophrenia, 
the visible split between two structured aspects 
of human nature, simply put as Gold Vs. God, are 
wired into our brains and cannot be joined or "solved" 
by syncretism. Mass man will not and cannot be made 
whole. The internal war writ large will go oi until 
we evolve to a joining or until one side wins.

Currently, as noted, the Goldsters are largely 
in command and reaching for the brass ring. But 
I expect the Godsters to eventually stage a revival 
and take control of mankind again. Sometimes the 
yin is dominant, sometimes the yang, if I may mis
use the Chinese symbols.

The individual, if he perceives this "war" 
and this dragon-eating-its-tail cosmology of mind, 
can (depending on individual character and genetic 
loads) act in his self interest in essentially one 
of three ways: choose a side, or be neutral.

As for me, I feel the appeal of God, perhaps 
more and more as I grow older, and I understand the 
power of rationality, money, and the raw and subtle 
inpulses of genetic behavior.

But in the final balance I’m in the odd position 
of opposing both sides of this conflict, both God 
and Gold; but mostly I oppose the Goldsters because 
they are the clearest present danger.

I have to be pro-individual, for the individual 
is the victim of both systems when they attempt to 
govern our lives. It is inevitable that the dynamics 
of society will produce an elite from among the 
Goldsters and from the Godsters, and that those people 
will obey natural impulses to keep power and kill 
those who seek to take it. Thus the war.

The Goldsters (also known as the Insiders, the 
Money elite, the Oligarchs, etc.), whan I call the 
Owners, are also an elite of intelligence, and as 
such are incredibly dangerous; they lack humility 
and a sense of limits. They have a flawed vision.

They seek a ’new world order* and seek to destroy 
instinctual tribal man.
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But bear in mind that the Owners are themselves 
a kind of tribe, linked by power lines and wealth 
and the arrogance of an elite, but often torn by 
conflicts of religion, race, enduring past social 
and cultural and national origins, and further 
fractured by personal and family rivalry, power 
cliques, policy and strategy differences. The Owner 
society is almost invisible, but it is there, it 
is dangerous, and you must try to understand it.

Fiction:
GOvsaMorr fantasy #1

Follow the yellow brick premises

"You are Gills Glubb?"
"Yes, your honor."
"You are before this disciplinary board of the 

Environmental Enhancement Section of the National 
Committee for Pure Air, Water, and Dirt, Division 
Three, Department of Social Compliance of the 
Democratic Provinces of North America, Planet Earth, 
for a mandatory preliminary hearing of serious matters 
relating to your behavior on March 15, 2078 AD last 
in the waters of Clogged Creek, Province 10, formerly 
Oregon."

"I understand, your honor."
"You are a fish, Mr. Glubb, obviously, and a 

mutated salmon in particular. Your species has 
developed telepathy and a degree of intelligence 
which have brought you to 3B Citizenship."

"I am proud to agree, your honor."
"The charges against you are that on or about 

March 10 to March 15 you did knowingly and willingly 
enter the Columbia River, a posted polluted river, 
and swim in that river without permission, that you 
swam upstream in that river without a travel permit, 
without advance notice of intent to the authorities, 
and without submiting a swim plan entered Dead Root 
River where you negotiated Rotten Log Falls and 
continued on into Clogged Creek,"

"I confess I did that, your honor."
"This board must ask why you did that, Mr. 

Glubb."
"I had to return to my birthplace, your honor.

It was my destiny."
"’Had to’? ’Destiny’? You are a sentient 

creature. You have intelligence, self-awareness 
and free will. We will have no • instinct defense* 
here."

"But for all my intelligence and telepathy, 
your honor, I am still a galmrn- My genes dictated 
my life."

"Enough of that pretense of pathetic helplessness 
in the grip of overpowering biological destiny. 
The Democratic Supreme Court ruled ten years ago 
in the case of Swine vs. DPNA that genetic imperitives 
is invalid in defense of patently iirmoral and illegal

behavior." ,
"But in Swine it was admitted that the pig could « 

not Stop herself from forming mi 1 k in her teafs."
"The charge was not milk creation, it was 

permitting prohibited suckling!
"You, Gills Glubb, not only swam and travelled 

illegally, once you reached Clogged Creek you engaged 
in sexual activities of a nature calculated to 
fertilize your eggs! Then you deliberately illegally- 
polluted Clogged Creek by infesting its waters with 
your millions of eggs!"

"Uhless we lay our eggs there will be no salmon."
"You had no birthing permit! You had no 

pollution variance! You had no test results shewing 
Clogged Creek was able to survive your pollution."

"For millions of years-- "
"The past is no defense. Tradition is no 

defense. So-called common sense is no defense. 
And. just in case you try it, ignorance of the law 
is no excuse. All the relevant laws applicable to 
Clogged Creek were posted next to the creek."

"But, your honor, the signs were facing away 
from the creek. From under the water I could not 
see them to read them."

"Even if you could have read them, you wouldn’t 
have obeyed them, isn’t that so? You clearly have 
no self-discipline!

"I was acting instinctually. My entire life 
cycle-- "

"Do not say the word • instinct •! We forbid it!"
"I couldn’t help nyself."
"Typical criminal excuse. Anything to escape 

the law. You even committed suicide to avoid capture 
and punishment."

"I died naturally. After I deposited my eggs 
my life was complete."

"No, no, you forced us to save you from death. 
We had to spend a fortune to keep you alive. Special 
drugs, special tanks... You cannot escape judgement 
so easily. You had to be saved to receive this fair 
and just hearing. That also is part of the law which 
you so blithely ignored. The law serves you, too, 

. you see!"
"Will you soon kill me, then?"
"Your crimes require execution. Do my fellow 

board members agree? Yes. I can pronounce sentence 
now. You will be taken to a place nearby for the 
greater good of the Democratic Provinces of America 
where your head will be chopped off and your body 
will be eviscerated and cleaned. Your body will 
be heat treated and disposed of in a manner to be 
determined by this board."

"But I’m a dtizen!"
"You are a 3B citizen whose rights do not extend 

to further judicial review. Our decision is final.
"You’re going to fry me and eat me?"
"Yes. This hearing is ended. Cook, take the 

fish away."
END
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